
  COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA

Minutes for Aug 2, 2017

Present: Janie (in chair), Diana, Trudy, Kym, David Tat, Alison and 
guest Jennifer Allen from Vancouver Cop Watch.

1. Acknowledgement, by Trudy,  that we meet on Lkwungen land and 
we are grateful.

2.  STIPENDS. To clarify, Norman did receive a $5 stipend for taking 
part in or July 20 meeting.
We recommitted to our agreement  that a stipend of $5 be paid to the 
first ten homeless people who attend any of our meetings, not just the 
Our Place meeting.  Kym suggested we use "Pass the Hat" to finance 
stipends before digging into our treasury.

3. SIC Society:
a/ Kym reported SIC (at Central Care) has formed a branch of WANA 
(We Are Not Alone), meeting at 7 pm. every Thursday at  Central Care 
to provide mutual support for those with problems.
TAPS is helping to prepare a leaflet.WANA was formed in New York in 
the 1940's by mental patients, then came a Scottish Union of mental 
patients and another one in London, spreading to the US and Canada 
to oppose forced drug or shock treatment  and involuntary 
hospitalization. 
b/  SIC is also reaching  out to First Nations groups and learning how 
to use protocol etc.
c/ TUESDAY, AUGUST 8,11 AM TO NOON, A BARBECUE
OUTSIDE CENTRAL CARE ON JOHNSON.

4. VANCOUVER:
Kym visited their present camp and shared ideas about safety and fire 
prevention from the Victoria experience.  They have no water, only 
one toilet for about 30 people, but do have a big fence to provide their 
own security.  They are trying to raise money by publishing a cook 
book.



5. SUPPORTIVE HOUSING  AND POLICE SURVEILLANCE.
(Research paper on this will be available from Trudy next week))
JENNIFER ALLAN from Vancouver COP WATCH:
a/ Police are taking advantage of new funding intended to solve the 
fentanyl crisis  e.g. funds going to providing a new Strathcona police 
office.
b/ Police are not arresting the big fentanyl dealers.
Instead they are criminalizing users and their allies, trying to clear out 
both users and allies from the alleyways where users congregate.  
Anyone seen with a dealer is criminalized.  And users go back to 
using in privacy where they are more likely to overdose.  
c/ Police are not using their body-cams, so there is no evidence of 
their behaviour.
d/ AGREED that drug use should be seen as a health problem, not as 
a safety problem to be handed over to the police  and thereby 
criminalized.
e/  CTEH vote of thanks to Jennifer for her work.

6/ COALITION: DAVID  Tat reported two new people hired to start work 
on outreach etc. in September.  ALISON to email Michael, asking him 
to come and report to a CTEHV meeting before the AGM.

7.HOUSEKEEPING: 
a/ JANIE reported on financing by the City to Cool Aid (each of 7 Cool 
Aid centres gets $50,00 a year).
b/ Letters of invitation sent out to three of the new BC Ministers. 
ALISON to follow up shortly.
c/ Both ALISON and  KYM  tried to get DOUG KING of PIVOT LEGAL to 
our meeting at Our Place, Aug 9, but he can't make it. We have invited 
him for any of our meetings to come!
d/ This MEANS THE AUG. 9 MEETING IS OPEN UNLESS ANYBODY 
WANTS TO PROPOSE ANOTHER SPEAKER.
e/ TRUDY offered to take minutes at our Aug 16 meeting. Alison will  
be away.

Pass the hat?  


